TOP STORY: Medical therapy alone is not the answer for patients with coronary artery disease. USING STENTS INSTEAD »

How do you like the newsletter? Take our quick survey »

CLINICAL NEWS

- Restoring ailing heart valves with a new, life-altering device. Patient Gary Verwer's story »
- Medical therapy alone is not the answer for patients with CAD. Using stents instead »
- Guidewire technology improves heart patient care. Fractional flow reserve technology »

RESEARCH

- Wirelessly powered cardiac device created by Stanford researchers. Tiny device size »
- Exploring mechanical aspects of living cells. What Stanford researchers found »
- Is your patient eligible for AAA screening? SAAAAVE/Medicare details »

6TH ANNUAL CARDIOLOGY FOR THE PRIMARY CARE PRACTITIONER

October 13, 2012 — 8:00 am to 12:55 pm
Crowne Plaza Cabana Hotel
Palo Alto, California
A Continuing Medical Education Conference Presented by the Division of Cardiovascular Medicine at Stanford University School of Medicine and Stanford Hospital & Clinics

ABOUT CVI

- Sign up for the 6th Cardiology CME for the primary care practitioner. Register now »
- Four siblings, one heart condition. The Bingham family shares their unlikely story »
- Pediatric social worker shares the emotional challenges of heart transplants »